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We introduce a two-body quantum Hamiltonian model with spins- 1
2
located on the vertices of a 2D spatial
lattice. The model exhibits an exact topological degeneracy in all coupling regimes. This is a remarkable
non-perturbative effect. The model has a Z2×Z2 gauge group symmetry and string-net integrals of motion.
There exists a gapped phase in which the low-energy sector reproduces an effective topological color code
model. High energy excitations fall into three families of anyonic fermions that turn out to be strongly
interacting. All these, and more, are new features not present in honeycomb lattice models like Kitaev
model.
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1 Introduction
The content of our work [1, 2] fits naturally into the topics covered during the Scala Conference 2009. In
fact, the acronym Scala refers to “Scalable Quantum Computing with Light and Atoms” and among its
many objectives, we may select the following two major goals:
i/ to achieve scalable quantum computation;
ii/ to perform quantum simulations with light and atoms.
We present a new quantum 2-body Hamiltonian on a 2D lattice with results that follows the twofold
motivation concerning those topics. This is so because, on one hand, the Hamiltonian system that we
introduce is able to reproduce the quantum computational properties of the topological color codes (TCC)
[3–5] at a non-pertubative level. This is an important step towards obtaining topological protection against
decoherence in the quest for scalability. On the other hand, the fact that the interactions in the Hamiltonian
∗ Invited Lecturer at the Scala Conference 2009.
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appear as 2-body spin (or qubit) terms makes it more suitable for its realization by means of a quantum
simulation based on light and atoms.
One of the several reasons for being interested in the experimental implementation of this Hamiltonian
system is because it exhibits exotic quantum phases of matter known as topological orders, some of its
distinctive features being the existence of anyons.
In our everyday 3D world, we only deal with fermions and bosons. Thus, exchanging twice a pair of
particles is a topologically trivial operation. In 2D this is no longer true, and particles with other statistics
are possible: anyons. When the difference is just a phase, the anyons are called abelian. Anyons are a
signature of topological order (TO) [6, 7], and there are others as well:
• Topological degeneracy of the ground state subspace (GS).
• Gapped excited states: localized quasiparticles, anyons.
• Edge states.
etc.
But where do we find topological orders? These quantum phases of matter are difficult to find. If we
are lucky, we may find them on existing physical systems such as the quantum Hall effect. But we can also
engineer suitable quantum Hamiltonian models, e.g., using polar molecules on optical lattices [8–10], or
by some other means.
2 Topological Stabilizers: Toric Codes and Color Codes
Some of the simplest quantum Hamiltonian models with topological order can be obtained from the for-
malism local stabilizer codes borrowed from quantum error correction [11] in quantum information. These
are spin- 1
2
local models of the form
H = −
∑
i
Si, Si ∈ Pn := 〈i, σ
x
1 , σ
z
1 , . . . , σ
x
n, σ
z
n〉. (2.1)
where the stabilizer operators Si constitute an abelian subgroup of the Pauli group Pn of n qubits, gen-
erated by the Pauli matrices except −1. The ground state is a stabilizer code since it satisfy the condition
Si|GS〉 = |GS〉, ∀i, (2.2)
and the excitated states ofH are gapped, and correspond to error syndromes form the quantum information
perspective
Si|Ψ〉 = −|Ψ〉. (2.3)
The seminal example of topological stabilizer codes is the toric code [12]. In a square lattice, we place
a spin- 1
2
system at each vertex. There is one stabilizer Ap per plaquette, see Fig.1:
H = −
∑
p
Ap, Ap := σ
x
1σ
x
2σ
z
3σ
z
4 (2.4)
There exist two kinds of basic excitations. To label them, we have to color the plaquettes in black and
white, as in a chessboard. There exist a total of three nontrivial topological charges: two of them are
boson excitations, one per each violation of plaquette; and the other one is a fermion excitation. Let us
recall that these boson and fermion charges are defined in the group Z2, not the U(1) of electromagnetism.
Excitations come into pairs as the end-points of string configurations. This is so when the surface is
compact without boundaries.
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Fig. 1 The square lattice for the toric code and the plaquette structure of its stabilizers.
Topological color codes (TCC) are another relevant example of topological stabilizer codes, with en-
hanced computational capabilities [3–5]. In particular, they allow the transversal implementation of Clif-
ford quantum operations. The simplest lattice to construct them is a honeycomb lattice, see Fig. 2, where
we place a spin- 1
2
system at each vertex. There are two stabilizer operators per plaquette:
Bxp = σ
x
1σ
x
2σ
x
3σ
x
4σ
x
5σ
x
6 ,
Byp = σ
y
1
σ
y
2
σ
y
3
σ
y
4
σ
y
5
σ
y
6
,
(2.5)
Hcc = −
∑
p
(Bxp +B
y
p ). (2.6)
Fig. 2 The hexagonal lattice is an example of 3-colorable lattice by faces, and also by edges. A topological color code
can be defined on it by associating two stabilizer operators for each plaquette (2.5).
There exist six kinds of basic excitations. To label them, we first label the plaquettes with three colors:
Notice that the lattice is 3-valent and has 3-colorable plaquettes. We call such lattices 2-colexes [4]. One
can define color codes in any 2-colex embedded in an arbitrary surface. There exist a total of 15 nontrivial
topological charges: each family of fermions is closed under fusion, and fermions from different families
have trivial mutual statistics.
3 Quantum Lattice Hamiltonian with 2-Body Interactions for Color Codes
In nature, we find that interactions are usually 2-body interactions. This is because interactions between
particles are mediated by exchange bosons that carry the interactions (electromagnetic, phononic, etc.)
between two particles.
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The problem that arises is that for topological models, like the toric codes and color codes, their Hamil-
tonians have many-body terms (2.4),(2.6). This could only achieved by finding some exotic quantum phase
of nature, like FQHE, or by artificially engineering them somehow.
Here, we shall follow another route: try to find a 2-body Hamiltonian on a certain 2D lattice such that
it exhibits the type of topological order found in toric codes and color codes. In this way, their physical
implementation looks more accessible.
In fact, Kitaev [13] introduced a 2-body model in the honeycomb lattice that gives rise to an effective
toric code model in one of its phases. It is a 2-body spin- 1
2
model in a honeycomb lattice with one spin per
vertex, and simulations based on optical lattices have been proposed [14].
The model features plaquette and strings constants of motion. Furthermore, it is exactly solvable, a
property that is related to the 3-valency of the lattice where it is defined. It shows emerging free fermions
in the honeycomb lattice. If a magnetic field is added, it contains a non-abelian topological phase (although
not enough for universal quantum computation).
Interestingly enough, another regime of the model gives rise to a 4-body model, which is precisely an
effective toric code model. A natural question arises: Can we get something similar for color codes? We
give a positive answer in what follows.
3.1 The Model
It is a 2-body spin-1/2 model in a ’ruby’ lattice as shown in Fig.3. We place one spin per vertex. Links
come in 3 colors, each color representing a different interaction.
Fig. 3 A lattice with coordination number 4 where the 2-body quantum lattice Hamiltonian for the color codes is
defined according to spin-spin interactions coded by the colors of the links, as in (3.1).
H =
∑
〈i,j〉
Jwσ
w
i σ
w
j , w =


x, red links
y, green links
z, blue links
(3.1)
For a suitable coupling regime, this model gives rise to an effective color code model. Furthermore, it
exhibits new features, many of them not present in honeycomb-like models:
• Exact topological degeneracy in all coupling regimes (4g for genus g surfaces).
• String-net integrals of motion.
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• Emergence of 3 families of strongly interacting fermions with semionic mutual statistics.
• Z2 × Z2 gauge symmetry. Each family of fermions sees a different Z2 gauge subgroup.
3.2 Integrals of Motion
We can construct integrals of motion (IOM), I ∈ Pn, [Hcc, I] = 0, following a pattern of rules assigned
to the vertices of the lattice, as shown in Fig.4. These rules are constructed to attach a Pauli operator of
type σxi , σ
y
i or σ
z
i to each of the vertices i. The lines around the vertices, either wavy lines or direct lines,
are pictured in order to join them along paths of vertices in the lattice that will ultimately translate into
products of Pauli operators, which will become IOMs. Clearly, σzi operators are distinguished from the
rest. Therefore, c represent the local structure of the IOMs of our 2-body Hamiltonian (2.6). We will
illustrate them with several examples of increasing complexity.
Fig. 4 A diagrammatic representation of the local structure of the integrals of motion of the 2-body Hamiltonian (2.6).
The colored links represent different spin-spin interactions.
Let us start by constructing the elementary plaquette IOM as shown in Fig.5. They are denoted as
I = A,B,C. They are closed since they have not endpoints left. Using the Pauli algebra, it is immediate
to check that they satisfy C = −AB. Thus, there exist 2 independent IOMs per plaquette: this is the
Z2 × Z2 local symmetry of the model Hamiltonian (2.6).
Fig. 5 Schematic drawing of the plaquette IOMs according to the local rules in Fig.4. There are 3 IOMs denoted as
A,B,C, but only 2 of them are independent. This corresponds to the symmetry Z2 × Z2 of the model.
The most general configuration that we may have is shown in Fig.6. We call them stringnets IOM since
in the context of our model, they can be thought of as the stringnets introduced to characterize topological
orders [15]. The key feature of these IOMs is the presence of branching points located at the blue triangles
of the lattice. This is remarkable and it is absent in honeycomb 2-body models like the Kitaev model.
When the sringnets IOMs are defined on a simply connected piece of lattice they are products of plaquette
operators. More generally, they can be topologically non-trivial and independent of plaquette operators.
As a special case of IOM we have string configurations, i.e., paths without branching points. Some
examples are shown in Fig.7. They may be open or closed, depending on whether they have endpoints or
not, respectively. Strings IOM are easier to analyze. Stringnets IOM are products of strings IOM. For a
given path, there exist 3 different string IOM. These are denoted as A,B,C in Fig.7. Again, using Pauli
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Fig. 6 An example of a stringnet IOM. Notice the presence of branching points located around blue triangles of the
lattice. This is a remarkable difference with respect to honeycomb models like the Kitaev model.
algebra we get that only two of them are independent, as with the plaquette IOMs. To distinguish properly
the three types we have to color the lattice. Strings are then red, green or blue. This is closely related to
the topological color code [1–3].
Fig. 7 Examples of standard string configuration of IOMs, i.e., without branching points. For each path, we can in
principle make 3 different assignments of IOMs, but again only 2 of them are independent as with plaquette IOMs.
This is another manifestation of the Z2 × Z2 symmetry of the model.
3.3 Connection with 2-Colexes
From the previous discussion on IOMs, we have already seen a connection with the topological color
codes. We can make this more quantitative. In fact, there is a regime of coupling constants in which one
of the phases of the 2-body Hamiltonian reproduces the TCC many-body structure and physics.
The emergence of the topological color code is beautifully pictured in Fig.8. This corresponds to the
following set of couplings in the original 2-body Hamiltonian (2.6):
Jz =
1
4
, Jx, Jy > 0, Jx, Jy ≪ Jz. (3.2)
This is a strong coupling limit in Jz . Geometrically, it corresponds to shrinking the blue triangles of
the original lattice into points, which will be referred as sites of a new emerging lattice, see Fig.8 (left).
Recall that the blue links of these triangles represent spin-spin interactions of σz type. Motivated by this
strong coupling limit, it is convenient to give another different coloring to the lattice which will make the
transition towards the hexagonal lattice more transparent. Thus, we realize that the hexagons and vertices
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of the model are 3-colorable, see Fig.8 (middle): if we regard blue triangles as the sites of a new lattice,
we get a honeycomb lattice, see Fig.8 (right). In fact, the model could be defined for any other 2-colex, not
necessarily an hexagonal lattice.
Fig. 8 The three stages showing the emergence of the topological color code: (left) the original lattice for the 2-body
Hamiltonian (2.6). The color in the links denote the type of spin-spin interactions; (middle) a different coloring of the
lattice is introduced based on the property that the hexagons are 3-colorable; (right) the hexagonal lattice obtained by
shrinking to a point the blue triangles of the original lattice, which become sites in the final hexagonal lattice. This
corresponds to the strong coupling limit in (3.2).
The topological color code effectively emerges in this coupling regime. This can be seen using degen-
erate perturbation theory in the Green function formalism [2]. Originally, this method was applied to the
Kitaev model on the honeycomb lattice [13]. Alternatively, it is possible to use the PCUTs approach (Per-
turbative Continuous Unitary Transformations) [16]. This is inspired by the RG method based on unitary
transformation introduced by Wegner (the Similarity RG method) [17]. Originally, the PCUTs method was
applied to the Kitaev model [18]. The application of this method to our model is based on mapping from
the original spins on the blue triangles to hardcore bosons with spin. An operator Q serves to count the
number of hardcore bosons by sectors. At a given perturbative order, the method produces an effective
Hamiltonian such that
[Heff , Q] = 0. (3.3)
We are specially interested in the low-energyQ = 0 sector, where high-energy excitations are not present.
In this sector, only effective spin degrees of freedom are relevant. Up to a constant, the effective Q = 0
Hamiltonian at 9th perturbative order is [1]:
Heff = −
∑
p
(kxB
x
p + kyB
y
p + kzB
x
pB
y
p ) (3.4)
kz =
3
8
|JxJy|
3 +O(J7),
kx
|Jy|3
=
ky
|Jz |3
=
55489
13824
|JxJy|
3. (3.5)
This is a color code in the honeycomb lattice of effective spins! The ground state is the vortex free sector.
Excitations are vortices. They are gapped and localized at plaquettes. Higher order terms are products of
vortex operators. This gives rise to short-range vortex interactions.
At this point, it is illustrative to bring about an analogy with the fractional quantum Hall effect. In
FQHE, the physical degrees of freedom are electrons under a very strong magnetic field perpendicular
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to the plane where the electrons move. The magnetic field is so strong that typically only the charge of
the electrons matter, since their spins are fully polarized. Originally, the interactions among electrons
are 2-body interactions: the Coulomb electric force. It is possible to write a Hamiltonian based on these
interactions that describe the system from first principles. However, it is known that a better description is
possible: the Laughlin wave function [19]. Despite this is an effective description of the system, it captures
the whole new physics of the electronic system under these extreme circumstances. Interestingly enough,
the Laughlin wave function is not an eigenstate of the original Hamiltonian based on Coulomb 2-body
interactions. Instead, it is an eigenstate of a Hamiltonian with many-body interacting terms. This is the
analogy. The strong coupling limit (3.2) of our model corresponds to the extreme regime of the electronic
system in the FQHE. Our original 2-body Hamiltonian (3.1) is like the Coulomb Hamiltonian, while the
effective topological color code Hamiltonian (3.4) with many-body terms have eigenstates which play the
role of Laughlin wave functions. In fact, both systems are examples of topological orders in strongly
correlated systems. However, there is a nice difference: our model retains properties of the topological
color codes at a non-perturbative level because of the existence of the IOMs, which are exact in all coupling
regimes.
Once we are in the phase corresponding to the topological color code, then it is possible to relate the
original string and stringnets IOMs with the corresponding configurations in the color code. Thus, for
example, a blue string is composed of blue links and so on and so forth. String IOMs of different color that
cross once anticommute among each other. This feature is not available in honeycomb-like models. If we
embed the original 2-body lattice model into a genus 1-torus, then we shall obtain a TCC in that torus. In
that case, we can choose 4 independent string IOMs that form the algebra of Pauli operators on 2 qubits:
{Xi, Zi}, i = 1, 2, namely,
[Z1, Z2] = 0, [X1, X2] = 0,
[Z1, X2] = 0, [Z2, X1] = 0,
(3.6)
{Z1, X1} = 0, {Z2, X2} = 0, (3.7)
X21 = 1 = Z
2
1 , X
2
2 = 1 = Z
2
2 . (3.8)
A possible choice for the configurations of these colored string operators that code the logical qubits is
shown in Fig.9.
Fig. 9 A basis of colored string operators of X- and Z-type for a topological color code on a 1-torus.
This implies an exact 4-fold degeneracy. More generally, in a surface of genus g we find a 4g-fold
topological degeneracy.
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4 Conclusions and Future Work
We have introduced a two-body spin-1/2 model in a ruby lattice [1, 2], see Fig.3. The model exhibits an
exact topological degeneracy in all coupling regimes. Using a bosonic mapping, it is possible to discuss the
emergence of strongly interacting anyonic fermions. A particular coupling regime gives rise to an effective
model which is a topological color code.
We have shown that the new model exhibit enough novel interesting and relevant properties so as to
justify further research. Some of these possible lines of study are as follows:
We have only studied a particular phase of the system, although we are able to study non-perturbative
effects as well. The fact that all phases show a topological degeneracy anticipates a rich phase diagram.
In this regard, one may explicitly brake the color symmetry that the model exhibits and still keep the
features that we have discussed. It would be particularly interesting to check whether any of the phases
displays non-abelian anyons. The model has many integrals of motion, although not enough to make it
exactly solvable. This becomes another appealing feature of the model since other methods of study, like
numerical simulations and experimental realizations will help to give a complete understanding of all its
phases.
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